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HARMONIC ANALYSIS ON CENTRAL
TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS

BY

SIEGFRIED GROSSER« AND MARTIN MOSKOWITZ(2)

Introduction. In the present paper we continue and, in a sense, complete the

investigations concerning [Z]-groups carried out in [8], [9], [10], and [11]; our

notation and terminology is for the most part that employed in these papers. In

particular, we utilize the following: ^„(A') and ^¡,(X) denote, resp., the con-

tinuous functions vanishing at co and the bounded functions on the locally compact

Hausdorff space X, <ps is the characteristic function of Ss X. G is a locally compact

group; M(G) and X(G) denote, resp., the measure algebra and set of (this time)

normalized characters of the elements p of 0t,,4ß) ; here, 01(G) denotes continuous

irreducible unitary representations (or their equivalence classes) and ^fln(G) those

elements of 0t(G) which are finite-dimensional; in the case of a [Z]-group, they

coincide. Mn(C) is the matrix algebra of order « over C. The symbol ~ denotes

both topological closure and complex conjugation.

The results used here as well as the methods of proof depend primarily on those

of [9], and only familiarity with [9] is actually presupposed. However, an overall

perspective of the subject is provided in the introduction to [10]. As for harmonic

analysis, another motivation for, and historical antecedent of, the present work is

the program initiated by R. Godement in [3], [4], and [5], and carried out, in the

more general case of [S77V]-groups, in [6]. The great detail and explicitness of the

present work is of course due to the special position of [Z]-groups within the class

of [577V]-groups and, in fact, within all the classes of groups, satisfying compactness

conditions, that have arisen to date. (For a full discussion of these classes see [10].)

An excellent survey of the literature concerning harmonic analysis on groups, until

rather recently, is provided in E. Hewitt [12], G. W. Mackey [17], [18], and I. E.

Segal [24].

The paper is organized as follows. §1 contains approximation theorems (Theorem

(1.2) and Corollary (1.4)) related to and dependent on those of [9]; however, in the
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present case, the formulation is in terms of a fixed character of Z(G) and approxi-

mation is uniform on G. This leads to a strengthened version (Theorem (1.5)) of

the character formula of [9] eliminating the assumption of almost-periodicity. In

§2 we extend the ^-operator defined in §1 of [9] from ^0(G) to the Fp-spaces and

investigate its behavior with respect to convolution (Theorem (2.1)). Ideals in the

group algebra Fi(G) are ^-stable (Theorem (2.2)), and LX(G) is strongly semisimple

(Theorem (2.4)) in the sense of Segal [22]. See also Hewitt [12].

In §3 we define a new radical, larger than the strong radical—we call it the finite

radical—and, using methods different from those of §2, we prove a result which

both sharpens and generalizes Theorem (2.4) of this paper as well as Theorem (1.7)

of [22]. This allows us to give a complete characterization of [AF4F]-groups in

terms of this stronger type of semisimplicity (Theorem (3.1)). The proof involves a

uniqueness theorem for the Fourier transform of a measure (Theorem (3.2)). As a

corollary another uniqueness theorem is derived for a modified notion of Fourier

transform appropriate for central functions (Corollary (3.3)). The fact that the

finite radical is in general larger than the strong radical is illustrated by Example

(3.5).
§4 is devoted to the derivation of the Plancherel Formula for [Z]-groups, with

an explicit form for the Plancherel measure (Theorem (4.1)). Since this is one of the

central results of the theory it may be appropriate to quote from the recent survey

article by I. E. Segal [24] where the author states (p. 480): "The most important

example, as well as the most significantly integration theoretic is that of the problem

of the development of an effective common extension to the Plancherel Theorem for

abelian groups and the Peter-Weyl Theorem for compact ones " ; and again (p. 484)

in reference to type I groups: ".. . it is not to be expected that there exists any

explicit expression for the Plancherel measure which is applicable to broad classes

of groups." The point of §4 is to elucidate the fact that if the class involved is not

too broad, i.e., [Z], then both these problems have a common affirmative solution.

A corollary, based on the results of §3, is a Plancherel Formula for central functions

(Corollary (4.4)). Finally, as was mentioned in [9], compact groups can be charac-

terized within [Z] via the Plancherel Formula (Corollaries (4.5), (4.6)).

In §5 the equivalence criteria for representations derived in §6 of [9] are strength-

ened and generalized (Theorem (5.1)). There follow some facts (Corollary (5.2))

concerning the topology of the dual á?(t7) of the [Z]-group G. In Definition (5.3)

and Theorem (5.5) a notion of "ampleness" of the group algebra of a locally

compact group is introduced and studied. The presence of this property is shown

to be equivalent to a certain property (Definition (5.8) and Theorem (5.9)) of sets

of numbers on the unit circle, which in turn is equivalent to the conclusion of

Theorem (5.1). An application to matrices (Corollary (5.10)) is given.

§6 deals with the structure of the group algebra and its center in the case of a

[Z]-group; the discussion utilizes much of the contents of the preceding sections.

In Theorem (6.1) we show that if G is an [MAP ]-group then the center ^(L^G))
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is a semisimple *-algebra consisting of central functions. In the special case of a

[Z]-group the maximal ideal space Jt(2£(Lj$) is found to be 1(G), the set of

normalized characters of irreducible representations (Theorem (6.4)). Moreover,

each ideal is v-stable, where v denotes the usual involution (Corollary (6.5)).

Theorem (6.6) describes the topological structure of 36(G), and Corollaries (6.7)

and (6.8), respectively, generalize the Riemann-Lebesgue Lemma and the unique-

ness theorem for the inverse Fourier transform of the abelian theory. In Theorems

(6.10) and (6.11) we give generalizations of Bochner's Theorem and the Fourier

Inversion Theorem, respectively. In the latter theorem the unique measure involved

is naturally the Plancherel measure transferred to 1(G). This gives rise (Corollary

(6.12)) to an isometry of the appropriate Hubert spaces. Finally, we turn to the

group algebra itself and its maximal ideal space Ji(L-j), the set of regular maximal

2-sided ideals in L,. It consists precisely of the kernels of Fourier transforms of the

elements p of ¿%(G) (Theorem (6.18)). From this it follows that each ideal in Jt(Lj)

is v-stable and of finite codimension (Corollary (6.20)). The above also yields

(Corollary (6.19)) bijective maps, with a commutative diagram, between the

following sets :

®(G)->,^(L,)

1(G)->Jti&iL,))

In the case of Hubert space representations of G and regular maximal ideals of L,,

the above results apparently generalize those of Kaplansky [14] in the case

G = AxK.

In fact, many of the results of the present paper are generalizations to [Z]-groups

of questions raised and results stated for groups of the form Ax Kin [5].

1. Approximation theorems and a character formula. In order to prove the

Plancherel Formula referred to above as well as for other purposes it is desirable

to study the function space SF(x) where ^isa fixed character in Z^ and ¡f(x)

denotes the linear space of complex-valued measurable functions on the [Z]-group

G satisfying the condition

(i) fixz) = fâfiix),

for all z eZ and almost all x e G. In the case of a continuous function condition (i)

holds for all x e G and all zeZ. We will denote by J^(y) the subspace of ^,(G)

associated with representations in X~1ix), where A: 3&(G) -> Z~ denotes the canoni-

cal map of [9, §6].

Proposition (1.1). Let G be a [Z]-group. Then ̂ (G) n ^r(x)=^r(x)-
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Proof, life Jjfa) then/is of the form

n     deer pk

oo /= 2 2 «
k = l  1,7=1

where pkeX~1(x), for k=l,...,n. If peA_1(x) then evidently p(xz)=x(z)p(x),

for all xeG and zeZ, and hence p^e^Xx), for i,j=X,..., d0. Thus/e^Xx)

n &r(G). To prove the reverse inclusion suppose/belongs to J^Yjc) and satisfies (ii)

where the pk are arbitrary elements of 2%. Then/=2îî=iA, where A = 2?7=i cu P%,

and pfc e X~\xk), where xjc £ Z~, for ik=l,..., «. We may assume fk=£0, for all

Är=l,...,». Since the pk are distinct, i.e., unequivalent, this implies (see, for

example, Proposition (3.1) of [9]) that the/fc are linearly independent; but, since

A/OforallAr./ZO. Now

f(x)xiz) =fixz) = 2 Mxz) = 2 fk(x)Xk(z).
k=i k=i

The last term may be rewritten as 2?=i gs(x)xs(z) where (x, | s=l,..., «*} is the

subset of (xi,..., Xn} consisting of distinct characters, and each gs is a sum of

certain fks (or possibly an/, itself). Thus

n.

(hi) f(x)x(z) = 2 gs(x)Xs(z),   for all x e G, z e Z.
s = l

Since the x¡ are all distinct and therefore linearly independent we conclude from

the dependence relation (iii) that either/=0, or one of theg5 = 0, or x = Xs, for some

j=1, ..., «*. Since the first alternative is false and the second implies, by linear

independence, that one of the/.=0, and thus is also false, we conclude that x=Xk,

for some k=l,..., n.

The proof now goes by induction on «. If «= 1 then f=f1 e J^(xi). Since x = Xi

we have/eJ^(x). Now write f=f1 + J% = 2fk and assume x = Xi- Then f(xz)-f!(xz)

=f(x)xiz)-Mx)xiiz) = if-fi)ix)xiz). Since f-f1e^(x)n^r(G), the inductive

hypothesis tells us that/-/! e ^v(x). Since/j is in &r(x) so is/.    |

The following approximation theorems amplify the assertions and utilize some

of the methods employed in Theorems (3.2) and (3.3) of [9].

Theorem (1.2). Let G be a [Z]-group, ^eZ" andfe^c(G) n J^(x). Then f can

be approximated uniformly on G by functions in ^(x)-

Proof. Since/is continuous and in &(x) we have condition (i) satisfied for all z

in Z, x in G. Choose p in A_1(x) according to Theorem (5.5) of [9]. As remarked

above, we have p¡,:e J*"(x) n ^C(G), for all i,j=X,..., d„. Now f(xz)pu(xz)-

=f(x)x(z)pu(x)-x(z)~ =f(x)pu(x)-- Thus fpû e S^iG/Z), for each i. Hence, by

Theorem (3.2) of [9] (or by the Peter-Weyl Theorem), for any e>0 there exists, for

each i, a representative function r( associated with representations in 3/tiG/Z) so
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that ||/pfi — rt\\GIZ<e; that is to say ||/pi(—r,||G<£, for all i. This in turn yields the

fact that j|/oii/)ri-ripii||G<e||pii||G. But then

f- 2 r<pu = f 2 pup" - 2 r'pÀ
i = i g \i = i /    t = i        Hg

dp dp

==   2   li/l0lii>ïi-ri/,ll||G   <   e  2   II Pu II G   ̂    £dp,
1 = 1

because each Hp^Hc^ 1.

Since e > 0 is arbitrary and p is fixed, the proof will be complete if we can show

that 2i ftPu e ^rix)- To this end it is sufficient to show that if o e Á~1(l) = &(G/Z)

and p e A_1(x)> then oupM e ^r(x), for all i,j, k, and /. For xeG and z g Z, we have

OiiPkiixz) = oij(x)pkl(x)x(z) = x(z)trtJpkl(x), so that aijPkl e &(x). Moreover, as in the

proof of Theorem (3.2) of [9], cti/>fcI belongs to ^,(G), that is to 3FT(x) (Proposition

(1.1)).    I
Since each/in ^ê(G) n !F(x) can be approximated uniformly on G by functions

in ^r(x), i.e., by almost periodic functions, we have

Corollary (1.3). ^Ô(G) n ¿F(x) is contained in the algebra of almost periodic

functions on G. In particular these functions are uniformly continuous.

Corollary (1.4). Let G be a [Z]-group, x on element of'ZA, and f in JznFc

n ^(x). Then f can be approximated uniformly on G by functions of the form

2k = i CkXp", where ckeC and pk e A-^x), for k=l,...,n.

Proof. Since/e !FC n Jr(x),/can be uniformly approximated on G by some r in

&r(x), and, in particular, on any compact set. As in the lemma of §1 of [9], we have

G=UZ where U is compact and invariant. Thus ||/— r\\v<e. We apply the

^-operator introduced in Theorem (1.1) and proceed as in the proof of Theorem

(3.3) (both of [9]). Then

(/-r)i=/M=/-tW,
k = ,

Moreover, ||/-2 ckx0"\\v = \(f-r)*\\uú \\f-r\\u<e. If x = uz where ueU and

z eZthenf(x)=f(u)x(z)andg(x)=g(u)x(z),whereg=2k-=, c^-Thus \f(x)-gix)\

= \fiu)-giu)\ \xi¿)\, so that \f-g\\G<e.    |

The next result is a refinement of Theorem (4.2) of [9] where the following is

proven. Let G be a [Z]-group and/a nontrivial continuous complex function on G.

Then//(l) = xi/xo(l)> for p in 3%, if and only if/satisfies the character formula

fix)fiy)=fiil)¡    fitxt-iy)dí
Jgiz

and is almost-periodic; p is uniquely determined by/

The merit of the following theorem derives from the fact that in applications

we need not know beforehand that/is almost-periodic. This will be significant in §6.
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Theorem (1.5). Let f be a nontrivial bounded continuous function on the [Z]-group

G. Then f satisfies the character formula if and only iff/f(l) = Xp/Xp(l),for a unique p

in ®(G).

Proof. By Theorem (4.2) of [9] it suffices to show that if / is bounded and

continuous and satisfies the character formula then / is automatically almost-

periodic. As in [9] we know/(l)^0. By considering///(l) we may assume that the

character formula takes the form

(iv) f(x)fiy) = \    ñtxt-^df.

It follows from (iv) that/(z)/(_y)=/(zy), for z e Z and y eG. Hence the restriction

fz is a homomorphism of Z into C*, the multiplicative group of C. Thus/(Z), and

therefore also/(Z)_, are subgroups of C*. Since/is bounded,/(Z)- is a compact

subgroup. However, the unit circle T is the maximal compact subgroup, so that

f(Z)-^T. Since / is continuous, we conclude that/z=xe^- It follows that

f(zy)=x(z)f(y), for zeZ and y eG. This means fe¡F(x) and therefore, by

Corollary (1.3),/is almost-periodic.

2. The ^-operator and strong semisimplicity of T-i(G). We now extend the

^-operator defined in §1 of [9] from á^o(G) to the Lp-spaces, 1 Up < oo. Generalizing

a definition made there we denote by ^(G) the complex measurable functions/on

G such that, for each x in G, f(xyx~1)=f(y), almost everywhere in y (where the

null set depends on x). As is well known, for any unimodular group G, ^zc\Lx

= 2£(L¿). This is deduced by use of the strong, and therefore weak, continuity of

the left and right regular representations of G on L\. We also define v: Lp —>FP,

for 1 g/7^00, hyf^(x)=f(x~1)-. Forp= 1 this is standard notation, in view of the

unimodularity of [Z]-groups [9, p. 366]. Moreover, ||/^||P= ||/|P, for all/in Lp

and 1^/7¿oo. For/in Lp, we write

My) =  f    fixyx-1) dx-       iyeG,l Sp< oo).
Jgiz

Theorem (2.1). Let G be a [Z]-group and 1^/xoo. Then # is a well-defined

linear operator on Lp, of norm 1. Moreover, it is idempotent, commutes with v,

preserves positive functions, and Lf=Lp n ¡Fz.

In the case p=l,we have L$ = ^(L±) (by the above), (/# * g)# =f* * g# (/ge2^),

and, in particular, (/*g)#=/*g# (fe2£(L-f),geL-f). Finally (f*g)* = (g*f)#

(f g e Lj). In the case p = 2,§ is selfadjoint and therefore a projection.

Iff is a bounded uniformly continuous function and # is defined as above then f#

is in &^&UC\ &a and one has \f*\G^ ||/||0.

Proof. For/inLp, the function <p: G/ZxG^Cwhich sends (x, y) intof(xyx'1),

as well as \<p\p, is measurable. Suppose l<p<ao and l/p + l/q=X. Then, since

1 e La(G/Z), we have, by Holder's Inequality,
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l/ixyx-y àx
Igiz \Jgiz
f    \fiixyx^)\lix)dx ú([    \fixyx-")\» dx\1,P(\    \lix)\« dx)1

Jgiz \Jgiz 1     \Jgiz I

Since Gis unimodular, (a \fi(xyx~1)\p dy= ||/|£<co. In view of the normalization

of Haar measure on G/Z this shows that JG/zJg \f(xyx~1)\p dy dx' <<x>. By the

Fubini Theorem JG/Z \f(xyx~1)\p dx exists a.e. in y and

ff    \fi(xyx^)\» dx dy = f    [\fixyx-i)\'dydx- =
JgJgiz JgizJg

up
II !>•

Holder's  Inequality  then implies that f#iy) exists a.e. Moreover, \f*iy)\pú

Um ¡fixyx^l" dx so that ||/#||Jg ||/||?. Thus/# e L„, ¡f*\\p£ \\f\\p.
If p=l then, evidently, J*G |/#(j)| dyfk¡aJgiz \fixyx~1)] dx' dy. By the same

calculation as that made above this equals |/|i. Thus/# is well defined in L, and

ll/# II1=^ 11/111- If /is in ^br\^u thenf* is in J^ n &„ by Theorem (1.1) of [9].
Moreover,

lub |/#O0| ̂  lub f    \fixyx-i)\ dx
y y   Jgiz

Hence ||/#||Gá ||/||G and/# 6 ¿Fb. Clearly, # is linear and preserves positive functions.

It follows from the definition of # that /#eJ^(G). Thus #:Lt^Ipn/2. If

1 ̂ p<ao and fie L„ n &„ then/=/# a.e.

Thus Lf=Lpr\&rz and # is idempotent. It follows that the norm of # is 1. By

unimodularity we have (fi")*(y)=\Gizf(xy~ix-xY dx, i.e.,/%"1)- = if*Yiy),

so(r)# = (/#r.
lfp=l,then

(i) if*g)*ix)=¡    ¡ fi(txt-íy)g(y-í)dydf.
Jgiz Jg

Therefore

ifi**g)#ix)=[     ff    /(ííxí-1^-1)*-^-1)^*-.
Jg/z Jg Jgiz

By the Fubini Theorem and the unimodularity of G this is

f f     f    f(stxt-1(s-'ys)s-i)g((s-1ys)-1)ds- df dy,
Jg Jgiz Jgiz

i.e.,

f f     f    fistxist)-1y)gis-1y-1s) ds dï dy.
Jg Jgiz Jgiz

Applying the Fubini Theorem again and employing the map y -^ist)yist)~l we

obtain

f f     f    fistxyistyi)gis-íistyist)-í)-1s)dsdtdy,
JgJgiz Jgiz
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i.e.,

nf    f(stxy(st)-^(ty-1/-1) ds dt dy.
Î/Z JGIZ

Since the last expression equals

f  f   gityt-1)^    f((st)xy(st)-1)ds)dfdy,
Ja Jgiz \Jgiz I

where the inner integral is/#(;ty), we obtain

ff   g(ty-1t-1)f#(xy)dfdy= [ f*(xy) [   g^y^t'1) df dy,
JgJgiz Jg Jgiz

i.e.,/# * g*(x). Thus if# * g)# =/# * g*, for/ g in Lt. Finally we show that (/* g)#

==(g *f)*, for/, g in Lj. Using (i) we see that

(g */)#(*) =  f     f gifxt-^fiy-1) dy df.
Jgiz Jg

This is

f   Í g(y)f(((txt-ly1y)-1)dydf.
Jgiz Jg

By unimodularity this equals

f   ¡ giy-'VWxt-T'y-'y^dydf
Jgiz JgJgiz

which simplifies to

i.e.,

f   [ giy-^Aytxt-^dydt-,
Jgiz Jg

fiCr1)^   fiytxt-^dAdy.
Jg \Jgiz I

Therefore, using (i), we see that it is sufficient to show

(ii) f    fitxt-^dt- = f   fiytxt-^df.
Jgiz Jgiz

One establishes this by considering the map t -> j_1i.

If p=2, then (f#,g}=jG¡Gizf(xyx-1)g(yY1 dx dy. On the other hand,

<g#>7*>" =jaJGizg(xyx~x)~f(y) dx' dy. One sees that # is selfadjoint by applying

unimodularity twice.

Theorem (2.2). Let G be a [Z]-group and I be any closed 2-sided ideal in Fi(G).

Then I#<^I; in fact, I*=Ir\ 2S(L^). In particular, the strong radical of LX(G) is

jf-stable.
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Proof. Let fie I. Then, since 7 is a left ideal, fx e I, for each x in G. Using the

fact that I is also a right ideal we see that (fx)x "1=x Af e I, for all x in G. Consider

the pairing L,xLm^C given by

ig, <l>) ->     gix)<l>ix) dx       (geL,,ibe LK).

Suppose <p e I1 (orthogonal complement). Then

£ f*iy)Ky) dy = jg (j w(x)f(xyx-') dx^iy) dy.

This equals JG w(x)(¡Gf(xyx~1)i/j(y) dy) dx=\ w(x)(x Afi </>) dx.  Since x Afe I,

for all x, and </i e I1, (x Afi, <A)=0 on G, and therefore (/#, >f>) = 0. Hence/# e 711.

Since Lf=Lx and I is closed it follows from [16, 8C] that I1L=I. Thus/# e I and

I# S I. Then evidently I*=I n 2£(L,).   |

The next lemma is used in the proof of Theorem (2.4) as well as (6.11).

Lemma (2.3). If G is an [SIN]-group then ßu n L, is a dense 2-sided ideal in L,.

In particular, if fi belongs to J^ O L, then so does f*fi^.

Proof. The density follows from the fact that &~Ca is dense in L,. Let fie ß~uc\ L,

and g e L,. Then we show/* g e 3FU. For x,, x2 e G, we have

\f*gix,)-f*gix2)\ è jG\fiix,y)-f(x2y)\ \g(y-')\dy.

By uniform continuity off and the fact that G e [SIN] it follows that

l/(*ij0-/(*2j0| < E

for all y in G, if x{ 1x2 is in some neighborhood of 1 in G. By unimodularity, we

then have \f*g(x1)—f*g(x2)\ i£e||g||i. A similar argument shows g *fe&ru.

The following theorem, as announced in the introduction, generalizes a result

of Segal [22], while making use of essentially his method of proof. In the next

section we shall give a further generalization as well as a sharpening of it via a

different method.

Theorem (2.4). If G is a [Z]-group then L^G) is strongly semisimple.

Proof. Let g e J^0 and/e st. rad. (Lj) (strong radical). Denote (/* g) * (/* gY

by tp. Since st. rad. (L,) is a 2-sided (and therefore left) ideal, it contains tp. It follows

that <p# e st. rad. (L,) n ^(7_i). By Theorem (1.5) of [22] (which applies to any

locally compact group) we have <p#=0 a.e. On the other hand, since fe L,, and

ge&c^L«,, we know that /* g belongs to ß^nL,; but then so does tp, by

Lemma (2.3). It follows from Theorem (1.1) of [9] that tp#e^u and therefore

<p#=0 on G. In particular,

9>#(1)=  f    <p(l)di = cp(l)=\\f*g\\22 = 0.
Jgiz
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Hence/* g=0 a.e., so that \\f* g\\i=0. Now choose an approximate identity {gv}

from ^0. Then \\f—/* gv|i ->• 0. The triangle inequality implies that ||/||i = 0.

3. A characterization of [AF4F]-groups and uniqueness theorems for Fourier

transforms. In §2 we showed that the group algebra Li(G) of a [Z]-group is

strongly semisimple. The definition given below introduces a stronger type of

semisimplicity in terms of a new radical.

Definition. If A is a Banach algebra, fin. rad. (A) is the intersection of all

regular maximal 2-sided ideals of finite codimension. (In the case of a *-algebra

one can use *-ideals for the definition of the finite radical.) We shall call A finitely

semisimple if fin. rad. (A) = (0).

Theorem (3.1). Let G be a locally compact group. Then its group algebra LX(G)

is finitely semisimple if and only if G is an [MAPI-group.

The proof of Theorem (3.1) will be given presently. We first recall some facts

about the Fourier transform. Let p be a continuous unitary representation of the

locally compact group G on the Hilbert space V. Then Tf(p)=$f(x)p(x) dx

(operator-valued integral) defines a bounded operator on V, for each feLu

which is characterized by (Tf(p)(v), wy=$af(x)(px(v), w> dx for v, w e V. In fact,

HI Tf(p) u ̂  (I/I j, and T(p) is a nondegenerate continuous ^representation of the

*-algebra L1 on V. Moreover, one has Tfx-1(p) = p(x)Tf(p), for xeG, feL^

Conversely, to each nondegenerate continuous ^representation L corresponds a

unique p as above whose Fourier transform T(p)=L. The commuting algebras of

P and T(p) are equal so that irreducibility and equivalence occur simultaneously

for p and T(p). We shall also have occasion to define Tu(p) where p. is a finite

regular Borel measure on G (not necessarily positive). This is done in a similar way,

i.e., Tß(p) = f p(x) dp, and gives rise to a representation of the measure algebra

M(G). If p is absolutely continuous with respect to Haar measure then this

evidently coincides with the Fourier transform on Lx. For a full discussion of the

foregoing see [13] and [16].

In the case /> e ^fln(G) and G is an [AF4F]-group, by taking the trace, we define

another type of Fourier transform which will be especially useful when considering

central functions; namely, f~(p) = tr (T,(p)). As we shall see, the relation (/x-i)^(p)

= dp1Xp(x)f~ip), for fe ¿FiL^ and xeG, follows from the above together with

the proof of Corollary (3.3).

As is known, one has, for an arbitrary locally compact group G, a uniqueness

theorem for the Fourier transform : If/and g e Lx and Tfip) = Tgip) for all p e S&iG),

then f=g a.e. More generally, if p, v e MiG) and Tuip) = Tvip), for all peM, then

P=v. In the case of an [MAP]-group one can sharpen this result as follows.

Theorem (3.2) (Uniqueness Theorem for the Fourier transform). Let G be

an [MAP]-group and p,veMiG). If TU(P) = Tv(p), for all Pe@m(G), then p = v.

In particular, this holds for functions in Lx.
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Proof. Since p—ve M(G) and T(p) is linear we may assume that v=0, i.e., that

J" p(x) dp(x)=0, for all pea?ñn, and show p=0. We first do this in the case G

compact as follows(3). The linearity of J"G dp shows that,

(i) jar(x)dp(x) = 0

for all r e ß~r, the algebra of representative functions associated with p e ¿%ñn. By

the Peter-Weyl Theorem this implies that (i) holds for all fe áFc. If we write

dp=hd\p\ where ||«||00 = 1 and d\p\ is a positive regular measure (see W. Rudin,

Real and complex analysis, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1966, p. 126) then, since J^

is dense inLi(|ju|), we have jfhd\p\ =0, for all/eXi(|ju.|). This shows that ||«||0O=0

or else \p\ =0. Thus p=0.

Returning to the general case we have p e M(G) and assume that J"G p(x)dp(x)=0,

for all p e ^fln. As above this implies that (i) holds for all re^r. Let a : G -> G"

be the imbedding of G into its Bohr group. For tp e ß~c(Ga), define L(tp)=\a tpa dp.

Since tpa is continuous on G it is ^-integrable. Moreover, since |7_(<p)| á \\p\\ ||<p||G«,

for all tp, L is a bounded linear functional on ^c(Ga). By the Riesz theorem, there

exists a pa e M(Ga) such that

(ii) \tpdpa =   I   tpa dp,

and so that |7_|| = \\pa\\ S \\p-\\. By the regularity of d\pa\, ^(G") is dense in L,(\pa\),

and therefore (ii) holds for all tp e L,(\pa\) and in particular for <pB, the characteristic

function of a Borel set 77sG". Now, since tpB" = 'Pcc-\B), 00 shows that

(iii) p"(B) = p(a-l(B)).

Here a~x(B) is a Borel set in G since a is continuous. Now let r" e ß~r(Ga); then there

exists a unique reß~r(G) satisfying r = r"a. Thus jG« r" dpa=$a raa dp=¡a r dp = 0.

Since Ga is compact this means pa = 0. It follows from (iii) that p(a'1(B)) = 0, for

all Borel sets 77s G". Let F be a compact set in G; then a(F) is compact and hence

a Borel set. This means that p(a~1(a(F)))=p(F)=0, because a is injective. By

regularity we find that /x = 0.

Proof of Theorem (3.1). Let G be an [MAP]-group and pe&ñn. Then the

Fourier transform T(p) : L, -*■ Md/>(C) is a finite-dimensional irreducible ^repre-

sentation of L,. Since T(p) is nondegenerate, it is nontrivial. Thus T(p)(L,) is a

nontrivial irreducible subalgebra of the matrix algebra Mde(C). By Burnside's

Theorem (N. Jacobson, Lectures in abstract algebra. II. Linear algebra, Van

Nostrand, Princeton, N. J., 1952, p. 276), T(p) is surjective. It follows that

L,/KerTip)^MdpiC).

(3) In the case of a compact group the uniqueness also follows from the general result

quoted above together with the fact that Ä coincides with Äfln. Similarly, uniqueness also

follows directly for [Z]-groups via Theorem (2.1) of [9].
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Since Mdí(C) is a simple algebra with identity, Ker T(p) is a regular maximal

2-sided ideal whose codimension is evidently d2. Since T(p) is a *-homomorphism,

this ideal is even *-stable. We complete the proof by observing that

n{KerF(p)|Pe^fln} = (0),

by Theorem (3.2).

Conversely, let G be a locally compact group and suppose fin. rad. (Fi) = (0)

(where, for the moment, we do not regard L1 as a *-algebra). Let p denote the left

regular representation of G on L± and I a closed left ideal. Since I is a p-stable

subspace this induces an action x -> (p¡)x of G on LJI. This representation is

uniformly bounded and strongly continuous. In particular, if I is a regular maximal

2-sided ideal of finite codimension the representation x -*■ (p¡)x is a finite-dimen-

sional uniformly bounded representation of G. If x e G and (p¡)x = identity, for

each such T, then, for feLu we have (pi)x(f+I)=f+I=fx+L Thus f—fxeI,

for all such T; i.e.,f—fx e fin. rad. (7,!) = (0). Since/is arbitrary and p is faithful,

x=l; thus the finite-dimensional continuous uniformly bounded representations

Pi of G separate the points. Let T be fixed and consider pi(G). This is a bounded

subgroup of Gl in, C) where « = codimension of T, and hence its closure is a

compact subgroup. It can therefore be conjugated into Un(C), a maximal compact

subgroup of Gl (n, C). This means that p¡ is boundedly equivalent to a finite-di-

mensional continuous unitary representation cr, of G, for each I. If cr; = identity, for

T, then (o,)x=B,(p,)xBf1 for xeG, so that ip¡)x = id, for all T, and therefore x= 1.

Thus the finite-dimensional continuous unitary representations separate the points

of G and therefore, by semisimplicity, so do their irreducible components.    |

As a corollary of the above results we get a uniqueness theorem for the Fourier

transform of a central function.

Corollary (3.3). Let G be an [MAP]-group andfi g e ^(L^G)). ///"(/»)=£%»)»

for all p e @&n(G), thenf=g a.e.

Proof. By linearity we may evidently assume g=0. As was shown above,

T(p):L1 -> MdpiC) is surjective. This implies that since Tip) is an algebra homo-

morphism, 7X/j)(.2r(L1))ç: &(Mdp(C)). Because the latter consists of scalar multiples

of the identity, T,(p) = XpIdp, so that f~(p) = Xpd0. This means Ai = 0 and therefore

Tf(p) = 0, for all p. The result now follows from Theorem (3.2).

We conclude §3 with two examples. Example (3.4) illustrates the fact that a

group may have a finitely semisimple group algebra but have infinite-dimensional

irreducible unitary representations and Example (3.5) shows that, in general, the

finite radical is larger than the strong radical.

Example (3.4). Let G be the discretely topologized free group on finitely many

generators. As is well known, G is residually finite [Kurosh, Group theory, vol. II]

and therefore in [MAP]. Hence, by (3.1), it has finite radical (0). On the other

hand it must have infinite-dimensional irreducible unitary representations; for if
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not, then G would be of type I. A theorem of Thoma [26] would then show that

since G is countable and discrete, it has a normal abelian subgroup of finite index,

an evident impossibility for a free group.

Example (3.5). Let G be the group defined in Example (5.10) of [11]. There

we showed that G is not an [AF4F]-group. Hence, by (3.1), fin. rad. (Li(G)) + (0).

On the other hand, since G is a discrete [FC]-group, LA[G) is strongly semisimple(4).

4. The Plancherel Formula for [Z]-groups. Since the canonical map A:^(G)

-s>Z~ is surjective this gives a partition of ¿%(G) into the disjoint union of non-

empty sets A_1(x), for x eZ~. Miß) is the space on which the Plancherel measure

/¿pi lives.

Theorem (4.1) (The Plancherel Theorem). Let G be a [Z]-group andfi geLx

n L2(G). Then

</,*> = f      2    dßtr(Tf(p)Ta(p)*)dx,
JVpmK-Hü

where jz„ dx is Haar measure on Z~. That is, for each x in Z~, except for a set of

measure 0, the function p-> dp tr (Tf(p)Tg(p)*) defined on A_1(x) is 0 except for

countable many p's and is absolutely summable. The resulting function on Z~ is in

LA[Z^) and its integral equals </ g}.

Thus the Plancherel measure is defined as follows. A subset E of3$(G) is summable

if the function x -*■ card (E n A_1(x)) is in L^iZ^); and then

PV1(E)= f   card(EnX-1(x))dx.
Jz~

As will be shown, the result generalizes and unifies in a natural manner the

classical Plancherel Theorems for compact and abelian groups (see Naïmark [21,

p. 436 and 414]). Although, in a sense, there are more general results known,

namely for [STA^-groups (Godement [6]), or even for arbitrary unimodular groups

(Sunouchi [25]), as well as (Segal [23]) for locally compact separable unimodular

groups, the first two results quoted above are given in the following form: If

fgeLj. nL2, then

</,*>= f     tr (Tf(p)Tg(P)*)dp(p),

for some unique measure p on 0t(G) (or a set in bijective correspondence with

&(G)), where tr is a generalized trace appropriate for infinite-dimensional repre-

sentations. The measure p is called the Plancherel measure. As remarked above,

the virtue of our result is not that of great generality but rather that it gives an

explicit description of the Plancherel measure in the case of a [Z]-group. Here,

(4) This fact was recently proven by R. Mosak and will appear in his doctoral dissertation

(Columbia University).
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3fc(G) consists of only finite-dimensional representations and the trace is the usual

one. At the moment the explicit description seems to be important in Corollaries

(4.5) and (4.6) below, although the former result probably holds in greater generality.

Also in [25] and [23] the unity with the classical compact and abelian theory seems

to be largely lost. Our methods are very much in the spirit of, and depend on,

compact and abelian group theory. They do not explicitly use the notion of direct

integral, square summable vector field etc. and therefore can be considered more

elementary than the above. Another Plancherel Theorem, for CCR-groups, due to

Kaplansky (proof unpublished) is quoted in [17, p. 405]. Its form and scope is

analogous to that of [6], for the case of [SYA^-groups. As above, because of the

generality achieved, the measure is not given explicitly.

A word about normalizations seems appropriate here. The Haar measures on

G, Z, G/Z are arbitrary except for normalizations J*c/Z = l and JG={G/ZJZ, thus

giving one free parameter, jz say. Since JzA is determined by J"z and the abelian

Plancherel formula, pBl is also determined only up to a constant. Of course, if one

did not want the factor dp to appear in the formula this could be absorbed by not

using counting measure. The formula would then be of the type mentioned above.

Before giving the proof of (4.1) we require some preliminaries. In what follows

G will always denote a [Z]-group and x a fixed character in Z~.

Definition (4.2). \ff,geáF(x) then, clearly,/*" is a measurable function on

G/Z. Let ^(x)2={f\fe^ix),ÍGiz\fix')\2dx<ao}. Then &(x)2 is a linear sub-

space of ß~ix). For / g e &~(x)2, we write </ g}x=$GiZfg~ dx (which exists).

With this definition of inner product and suitable identification, Jr(x)2 becomes a

complex Hubert space. We denote its norm by \\f\\x-

If feSFfifi) n J^(x) then |/|2 is a continuous function on the compact group

G/Z and therefore ||/||f <oo, so that ß~c(G) n J2r(x)S^"(x)2. In fact,

11/112 =  f    \fi(x-)\2dx = f w(x)\f(x)\2 dx,
Jgiz Jg

by Theorem (1.2) of [9]. The latter is ¿ \\fi\\2umw JG w(x) dxú ||/||G since this last

integral is 1. Thus \\f\\x£ ||/||0<oo, for all fe&c(G) n ¿F(x).

Next we define a Fourier transform with respect to x- Let fie L, n L2(G); then

PÂf)ix) = (fxY(x)=Uxiz)xiz)- dz, xeG. Now Px(f) e ¿F(x), for all feL, n L2.

For z, e Z, we have

Pxif)ixz,) =      fXzS¿)x(z)~ dz =      fxiz,z)xizY dz
Jz Jz

= £ fxiz)xiz^z)- dz = x(^i)^(/)W-

Thus we have a linear operator Px:L,nL2^ß'ix)- We show that Px(ßl0(G)) is

contained in £F(x) c\ ß~c(G) and, in particular, in ß(x)2- To see this, let x0 e G,

t/% be a fixed compact neighborhood of 1, and e>0. Choose a symmetric neigh-
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borhood £/£ £/* of 1 satisfying |/0t)-/O>)| <« if xy'1 e U. Let xxô1 e U and

zeZ. Then (xz)(x0z) '1 e U, so that | f(xz) —f(x0z) | < e for all z e Z. Since | fx —fXo \

£\fx\ + \fXo\ and supp/t = i_1supp/, for all t e G, we have supp \fx-fXo\z^

(x-1 supp/u xô1 supp/) n Z On the other hand, Uis symmetric, so x'1 e xöxU

and therefore x'1 supp f^x0~1U supp/çx0_1 ¿7* supp/ Hence supp |/Ä-/^„Iz

£(^0 1(7N! supp/) n Z, a fixed compact set 2v in Z. Now

\Px(f)(x)-Px(f)(x0)\ i ¡Jfx(z)-fX0(z)\ dz è ep-z(K)

if xxô1 e U. Thus Px(f) is continuous on G.

Let/e jTC0(G) and g e J^(x)2. Then (see [16, p. 131])

f(x)g(x)~ dx = |   f(xz)g(xzy dzdx =       g(x'Y\\  f(xz)x(z)'dz) dx
Jg Jgiz Jz Jgiz \Jz I

= <PÂf),g\-

Now suppose (Px(f), g}x=0 for all/e <^0(G) and fixed g e <^Xx)2- Then we have

(i) $Gfix)gix)- dx=0 and

(Ü) Liz \g(x')\2 dx=\G wix)\gix)\2 dx<co.

Let dv=w dx. Then dv is a regular positive Borel measure on G and therefore

J*c0(G) is dense in L2(v). Equation (ii) says that g e L2(y). If/is in ^0(G) then so is

wfi so that (i) shows J" vv(x)/(x)g(X) ~ cfx = 0, i.e., </ g> = 0 in L2(v), for all/e ^0(G).

It follows that g=0 a.e. in v, i.e. JG w(x)|g(x)|2 cTjc= ||g||*=0. Since Px(^CoiG)) is a

linear subspace of Jr(x)2 this implies that it, and hence also ^ix) ^ -^(G), is

dense in <^Xx)2-

In light of the foregoing discussion we may reinterpret our previous results as

follows :

Theorem (4.2). The set {d1pl2pij\i,j=l,.. .,dp, peX'1^)} is an orthonormal

basis of ¿Fix)2-

Proof. As was proven in [9], these functions are in ^"(x)2 and are orthonormal.

By the above, iffe^ix)2, there exists a ge^ix) c\&c(G) such that \f—g\x<e.

By Theorem (1.2), we can find reJ^(x) so that ||g —r||G<e. Hence ||g —r||x^

||g—''||G<e and therefore ||/— r\\x<2e.

Remark. It follows from the above that xa, the induced representation of

X e Z~ to G, decomposes into 2osa- 1oö © dpp on Jr(x)2- That is, xG is the orthog-

onal direct sum of finite-dimensional continuous irreducible unitary representa-

tions of G. Each p occurs (up to equivalence) dp times if p e A_1(x), and otherwise

does not occur. (In the case of separable G, this follows from a Frobenius Reciproc-

ity Theorem of Mackey [19].) To see this, note that for p e A_1(x) the space Rip)

spanned by {pu \ i,j= 1,..., dp} is a cff-dimensional, translation (i.e. xG)-invariant

subspace of J*Xx)2 and that ir(x)2 is the orthogonal direct sum of {Rip) \ p e A-1(x)}.
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It is easy to see that tr ((xa)B<P))(x) = d„x0(x), for xeG. Since ix°)R(P) is a finite-

dimensional unitary representation, its semisimplicity yields

r

ÍXG)bUx) = 2 © ni°iix)
1 = 1

where the cij are irreducible and unequivalent and each <7¡ occurs with multiplicity

«¡. Hence 2í= i «iX<ti(X) = dPxD(x). It follows from the theorem of Frobenius and

Schur [9] that r = 1, a, = p and n, = d0. Thus xG = 2pe\- \x) © dpp.    |

Before stating the next result we define a ^-operator on ß~(x)2 as follows: If

fie ßr(x)2 then /#(jc) = \anfiyxy '*) ûh>', for xinG.lf ze Z, we have

fi#izx)=(    fiyzxy-i)dy = f    /(jar *z) ¿/= f    /CW"^)^
Jg/z Jg/z Jg/z

= *(*)/#(*)•

Moreover,

¡f*l = ( f    l/#(*")l2 dx)1'2 = \ f   I f    fiyxy-i) dy]* dxV'2
\Jgiz I Ugiz\Jgiz I J

=§ [f   (f   l/ix^-1)!^-)2^-]1'2.
Ljg/z VJg/z / J

By Minkowski's integral inequality [2, p. 530] we can estimate the latter term by

Jgiz [Jgiz Ifiyxy'1)]2 dx']112 dy. From unimodularity it follows that the inner

integral equals ||/||f, so that ||/#||^= \\f\\x. Thus # is a bounded linear operator

^ix)2 -> ^ix)2, of norm = 1, whose range is evidently ^~(x)2 n ^- In fact, if

/e^(x)2nJ^then/#=/a.e.

By Corollary (1.3), J^ n ^(x)^^u. Moreover, Theorem (1.1) of [9] shows that

¿Ffcj^ni^. Thus (^n^Oi))^^^. It follows that (^(x)2^^c)#S

&ix)2 náFzn¿Fc.

Corollary (4.3). {xP \ p e \~1(x)} is an orthonormal basis of¿F(x)2 C\ ß'JjG).

Proof. The results of §1 show that these functions are in ß~(x)2 n &z and are

orthonormal in ^"(x)2- Let feß~(x)2 n J^ and choose ge3F(x)2C\^c so that

\\fi-g\\x<e. Then (f-g)*=P-g*=f-g*. By the remarks above, g* e J^(x) n J^

n J^. On the other hand, \\f-g#\\xâ\\f-g\\x<e- Using Corollary (1.4), choose

9 = I*ckXp*, Pke®, ckeC, so that ||9.-g'|0<«. Then ||<p-g#||^ |y-«*|0<«

and therefore ¡93—/||r<2e.

Proof of the Plancherel Theorem. Let figeL, (\L2iG). Then fig" eL„ and

therefore, by [16, p. 131], we have {fig) = !aizjzfixz)gixz)-dzdx,fx and

gx e L, n L2(Z), and the inner integral exists for almost all x. By the Plancherel

Theorem for abelian groups we have

f fJteJz)- dz = f ifxYix)igx)ixY dx-
Jz Jz~
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Since

(iii) </,*> = f     f  Px(f)(x)Px(g)(x)-dxdx
J GIZ JZ~

is convergent and (x, x) -+ Px(f)(x)Px(g)(x)~ is a function on Z^xG/Z we have,

by the Fubini Theorem,

(iv) </,*>=  f   <PÁf),PÁg)\dX-
JZ"

We note that Px(f) (and Px(g)) are in ^(x)2- This follows from (iii) together with

the Fubini Theorem if one takes f=g-

Since {dll2pij \ p e A_1(x)} is an orthonormal basis of Jr(x)2, Parseval's equation

tells us that

<PÁf), Px(g)> =        2        < W>, dll2Pi¡)x{Pxig), di'^y-.
pe\-Hx);i.i = l.dp

Now

<pxif),d1p'2Pijyx= f  px(f)(x)di>*Pij(x)- dx
Jgiz

= dl>2 f    (f f(xz)x(zY dz)pli(x)- dx
Jgiz \Jz I

which equals dl12 \GIZ\zf(xz)pii(xzY dzdx', because peX~\x). Since the latter

equals d\12 ¡af(x)pij(xY dx, it follows that

2 <P¿f),<ni2Pii>z<PÁg),dliapt,>; =dp 2 Up-YUp-Y.
i.i = l i.i = l

This equals dp tr iTfip~)T9ip~)*), where p~ is the irreducible unitary representation

conjugate to p. Hence

(v) <Px(f),PÀg)>x=    2    d0-tr(Tf(p-)Tg(p-)*y
pea - Hx)

Equations (iv) and (v) give the Plancherel Formula with p~ in the place of p.

However, since (p~)~ = p, X(p~) = X(p)~ =X(p)'1, the unimodularity of Z implies

that the Plancherel Formula as stated in Theorem (4.1) holds.    |

By using the Fourier transform f^(p), we get a specialization of our result for

central functions, as follows : As in §3 we see that, for / in 2£(L-f) and p in M,

Tf(p) = X(p,f)IdD. Thus, if/ ge 2Z(LX), then Tf(p)Tg(P)* = X(p,f)X(p,g)-Ido, so that

dptr(Ti(p)Tg(p)*) = d2pX(p,f)X(p,g)-. But r(p) = X(p,f)dp; and since a similar

equation holds for g we see that, for each p,

dptr(T,(p)Tg(p)*)=r(p)g-(p)-.

This gives
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Corollary (4.4) (The Plancherel Theorem for central functions). Let f

and g belong to 2£(Lj) C\ L2. Then

<f>g>= f f 2 np)g~ip)-)dx-
Jz"\pe\-Hx) I

The Plancherel Theorem (and its corollary for central functions) generalize and

unify in a natural way the compact and abelian theorems: If G is abelian then

dp = 1 and f~(p) = Tf(p), for all p. Moreover, Z=G and 3%(G)=Z^ so that A is the

identity map. Thus A-1(x)={y}> for x eZ~. Writing x instead of p, in (4.4), we

have 206A-i(«/"(x)f"(x)" which simply reduces to f"ix)g"(x) " • Thus if

fige&iL,)nL2

i.e., L, n L2, then </ gy=$G~f~ix)g~ix)~ dx- If G is compact this is equivalent to

Z being compact or, alternatively, Z^ discrete. Thus Haar measure on Z^ is

counting measure and the Plancherel Formula becomes

</,*> =  2     2    dptriTtip)Tgip)*).
XeZ^ psA-Hx)

This absolutely convergent sum can be rearranged in an arbitrary way. Since ^(G)

is partitioned into the disjoint union {A_1(x)}^eZ-, we get

</,*>=    2   dptriTfip)TgiPr).
peäl(G-)

These are the Plancherel Formulas of abelian and compact group theory, respec-

tively.    |

The explicit formula for the Plancherel measure enables us to prove the following

result.

Corollary (4.5)(5). Let G be a [Z]-group, p^, the Plancherel measure and xo a

fixed character in Z~. If A_1(xo) is open in ¿%iG) or, more generally, if A_1(Xo) has

positive Plancherel measure, then G is compact iand conversely). In particular, if

P-Biipo) > 0, for any p0 e £%iG), then G is compact.

Proof. If A_1(xo) is open then /v(A_1(xo))>0, by regularity. However,

/v(A-1(xo)) = cardíA-^Xo)) f   <Pu0i(x) dX-
Jz~

Unless pz~ixo)>Q, Mpi(^_1(xo)) = 0, a contradiction. Therefore, mz-(xo)>0, and Z^

is discrete. Thus Z, and therefore G, are both compact.    |

For a [Z]-group G, we have shown in [9] that the function w e3F+a(G) has the

following properties :

(5) The topology on 3t(G) as well as the regularity of the Plancherel measure will  be

discussed in §5 and especially in §6.
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(vi)     J w(x)plj(x)pkl(xY dx = cT^Mii       (pe^(G)),

(vii)     f w(x)Pii(x)akl(xY dx = 0       (p,oe ®(G), P ¥> °, but X(P) = X(a)).

It might be thought that, in addition, w satisfies

(viii) w(x)plj(x)o-kl(xY dx = 0,   for all p and a e 8t(G),

where p + a (as is true in the compact case). The following result shows that this

never happens unless G is compact.

Corollary (4.6). Let G be a [Z]-group and w be an element of ¡FCa(G). If w

satisfies (vi) and (viii) then G is compact and w=l. Conversely, it is a classical fact

iand our results imply) that, in the case of compact G, (vi) and (viii) hold for w=X,

and only for this function.

Proof. Let peSi and pu be the coordinate functions with respect to some

orthonormal basis. Then (wpu) " e J^o. If a e M and a^p then

Tiwp,p-(o) =     (wPilY(x)a(x)dx = 0,   by (viii).
Jg

On the other hand,

(T(WOt))-(p))ki = dp8ik8n   by (vi)

and therefore

d„

(TiwDi¡)-(p)Tiwpl¡)-(p)*)kV = 2 d;28ik8jt8u. = d;28ik8n.,
¡ = i

so that

tr(Tíwp¡l)-(p)TÍWPl0-(p)*) = ^dp28l = dp2.
k

Also

tr iTlwPlt)-io)T{WPi0-io)*) = 0,    for a # p.

By the Plancherel Theorem we have

WwPvWl = lOWIIl = j^triT^-i^T^-Wd^io) = d^^ip).

Thus Pviip)=d0\\wpii\\%. In particular, for p= 1, we have /¿(1)= ||w|||>0 unless w is

trivial. On the other hand, (vi) shows that w is nontrivial. We conclude from Corol-

lary (4.5) that G is compact, and thus (for the normalized Haar integral) we have

¡a Pa(x)(jki(x)~ dx=0, for p^cr. Therefore $G(w(x)-l)pij(x)okl(x)~ dx=0, for

pi=o, by (viii). Letting <r=l, we conclude Fu,_1(p) = 0, for all p^l. Also, F^^l)

=)(w-1) dx=¡G w dx-p(G). Since p is normalized, and J" w dx= 1 follows from
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(vi), we conclude 7,1¡)_1(1) = 0. Therefore, by the Plancherel Theorem, ||w—1||| = 0.

Since w and 1 are continuous, w = 1.

We conclude the section with the remark that the Plancherel Formula and

Corollary (4.4) give alternative proofs of the results of §3 in the case of [Z]-groups.

5. Equivalence criteria for finite-dimensional unitary representations. We now

study the possibility of generalizing Theorem (6.2), and its corollary, of [9], from

[Z]-groups to arbitrary locally compact groups (in fact arbitrary topological

groups) as well as the possibility of strengthening this result. It has been pointed

out to us orally by J. Alperin and J. Thompson that this can be done for finite

groups. Their result is contained in the following theorem valid for arbitrary

topological groups. Moreover the constant \/2 of the result in [9] referred to

above can be replaced by y/3 which, as was remarked in [9], is in any case best

possible. In addition the conclusion holds for arbitrary finite-dimensional con-

tinuous unitary representations, not just irreducible ones.

Theorem (5.1). Let G be any topological group, p and o finite-dimensional con-

tinuous unitary representations of G satisfying dp = d„ and \xD — xAg<V^- Then p

and a are unitarily equivalent.

Proof. First assume G is compact. As is well known, the conclusion holds iff

Xp=X<s- We may therefore assume G is abelian; for if x e G and 77= [x] then 77 is

compact abelian, pH and oH are as above i.e., dPH = d„H and \xph — Xch\h<V^>-

We conclude from the abelian case that Xph=X»h- ln particular Xpix) = Xaix)-

Since x is arbitrary, x„ = Xa, and the result would follow. Hence, let G be compact

abelian and decompose p and a into irreducible linear characters. By allowing the

multiplicity to be 0 we may assume the same set of characters occur in each; i.e.,

/) = 2i=i 0 "¡Xi and CT = 2i = i © miXi where xi,---,Xr are distinct elements of G~

and »i( and n( are nonnegative integers. Then Xp ~ Xa = 2i («¡_ mdxi so that

3> llxp—XffllSiî IIXí. —Xa||l = 2t ("i —"»O2, by the orthogonality relations. Since

2i(«¡—«ii)2 is an integer, it follows that it is g2; which, in turn, implies that

(«(-«ii)2^2, for all /'. That is |/it—m,| is 0 or 1. Since our task is to show «1 = «ti,

for all i, we may ignore /'s for which |n(—«îf| =0. By the above, the number of ¡"s

for which | n( — «j¡ | = 1 is at most 2. Thus we may assume r ^ 2 and that | «i—m,\^l

and |n2-«î2|^l. That is, X0=«iXi+«2X2, x*=m,x,+m2x2- Since XiOHx^O) we

know «i + «2 = «ii+m2. If |«i—«ii|=0 then n, = m, and, by the above, n2=m2.

Similarly, if |«2—»j2|=0. Thus it is sufficient to assume r = 2 and \n,—m,\ = l =

\n2 — m2\ and get a contradiction. Suppose n,>m,. Then n, — m, = m2 — «2 = 1,

and we have Xp = im, + l)xx + im2-l)x2, Xc = m,x, + m2x2. Hence xe-X<r=Xi-X2-

That is, llxi —X2Üg< a/3- Since xi and X2 are distinct the proposition of §6 of [9]

provides a contradiction.

This proves the theorem if G is compact. Now let G be any topological group

and a : G -*■ Ga be the canonical continuous homomorphism into its Bohr group.
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As is well known, p and o- induce finite-dimensional continuous unitary repre-

sentations p" and a" of G" such that paa = p and aaa = a. Moreover, xPaa=XP and

Xa"a = Xa- Thus d0«=da", and since a(G) is dense in G", \\xPa— x<i"IIg" < \/3. Hence

p" and <ja are unitarily equivalent. It then follows that p and cr are also.

Corollary (5.2). Let G be a [Z]-group and X: 3%(G) -> Z~ be the canonical map.

Let £$(G) be topologized by the compact-open topology on 36(G). Then, (I) for each

X e Z~, the set X~ \x) is closed in ¿%(G) and discrete in its relative topology, and (2)

!%(G) is a Hausdorff space.

Proof. Since A is evidently continuous and Z^ is a Ft-space, A_1(x) is closed.

Let G = UZ where U is a compact neighborhood, e > 0, and suppose pv-+ p where

pv and p are in A_1(x)- For v sufficiently large, we have ||x„v — Xp\\u<e- Let x = uz.

Then x<r(MZ) = K(u)Xo(z), for any a in 0t. Hence, since A(p) = A(pv) and |Afl(z)| = l,

we have \xp(x)-xpXx)\ = \xp(u)-xp¿u)\, so that ||x<,-xJ|g = \\xP-XPJv<e- If e is

sufficiently small then (1) follows from Theorem (5.1).

If pj and p2 are distinct elements of 3t and if A(px) ̂ A(p2) the facts that A is

continuous and Z^ is a F2-space imply that Pl and p2 can be separated by disjoint

neighborhoods. Thus we may assume A(pj) = X(p2). Let e and U be as above and

W(U, p¡, e) = {o I oeât(G), \\xo-Xpi\\u<e} for i= 1, 2. Then each IF(<7, p¡, e) is a

neighborhood of p¡. We show that they are disjoint, for e sufficiently small. If not,

then \\xo-XPi\\u<<!, for i = l,2 and some oeâê(G). Therefore \\xPl-xP2\\u¿

\\Xp1-Xc\\u+\\Xp-XP2\\u<2e. Since A(p1) = A(p2), we conclude from (1), by taking

e sufficiently small, that pi = p2, a contradiction.   |

We shall see (5.2)(2) in another way in the next section where the topology on

3%(G) is studied in detail. Since we show in §6 that p -> dp is continuous it follows

that the topology of uniform convergence on compacta of normalized characters

is the same as that of the characters themselves. For if x„„ -> xP uniformly on

compacta then in particular Xow0) -*■ XpW- Therefore dPv -*■ dp and hence Xpjdp,

-*■ xP/dP uniformly on compacta. On the other hand if xPJdPv ->■ xP/dp (co.) i.e. if

pv^- P in 0tiG) then dPv ->■ dp by continuity. Therefore xiv ->■ XP (co.). Thus it

follows that the Will, p, e) in the above are neighborhoods of p in ^(G).

Next follows the formulation of some equivalent conditions.

Definition (5.3). Let G be a locally compact group and c>0. We shall say F^G)

is abundant of type c if for each pair of nonequivalent finite-dimensional unitary

representations p and a of G there is an/e Li(G), with ||/||i = 1, such that

iro»)-/»i ^ e.

We illustrate this notion with the following remark where we restrict the repre-

sentations in the above definition to be irreducible and G to be abelian. This

method, which is a slight modification ofthat on p. 416 of [21], only works under

the above conditions and only yields the constant c=l. Theorem (5.5) will both
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sharpen and generalize this result. Let G be a locally compact abelian group, p

and a distinct characters. Then there exists an/with |/||i = l such that

iro>)-/»i = i-
To see this let U be a compact symmetric neighborhood of 1 in G such that

pUn oU= 0. Then 0<piU)<co, where p is Haar measure on G~. Since tpu and

tppU-i are in £2(G~) there exist unique functions g and « in L2(G) so that g^=tpu

and hT~=tppU-i, by the Plancherel Theorem. Let f=gh. Then ||/||i^ ||g||2||«||2,

lk||a= \\<Pu\\2=P-ll2iU), and |«||2= \\tppu-1\\2=p-ll2ipU ~1)=pll2iU) since p is Haar

measure and Uis symmetric. Hence \\f\\,SpiU). On the other hand, fa"=g^ * hT

= 9v * fpu'1- Since U is symmetric we have, for y in G^, 9'ü(yx~1):=,Pyci"1(x)' so

i<Pu * <Ppu-i)ix)=$G~ 'Pyu-iix)9pu-<x)dpix)- Thusf~iy) = piyUn PU). In particular,

nP)=piU)>0 and no)=0. Therefore |/~(j.)-/»| =KU)^ \\f\\,. Since
/^(/>)>0, ||/|i>0, one obtains the result normalizing/ |

Before stating the next theorem we require the following :

Lemma (5.4). Let pbe a positive regular Borel measure and fa continuous bounded

complex function on the locally compact space X. If \\f\\x>c>0 then there is a

compact neighborhood U in Xsuch that^ \fi\2 dp^c¡v \f\ dp>0.

Proof. Let e be any number satisfying i(||/|x-c)>e>0. Then l/ll—c||/||x

Z2e\\f\\x. Since i\\f\\x-e)2Z ||/|||-2£||/||x we have

(i) c||/||, = i\\f\\x-e)2;

also, evidently, ||/||x>e. Choose an x0 e A'so that ||/||x —c/2= |/(x0)| é \\fi\\x and,

by continuity, a compact neighborhood U of x0 so that | \fiix)\ — \fiix0)\ | ̂

|/(jc)-/0co)|<e/2, for xeU. Then we have \\fi\\x-ei\fix)\Z\\f\\x, in U. Since

c>0 and 0<ju(£/)<co, it follows that

P-iU)i\\f\\x-e)2 Ï Jj/I2^ = ftfOI/tt

and

CH-iU)i\\f\\x-e) â cjv\f\ dp Ï cpiU)\\f\\x.

Since c/i(i/)(||/||x-e)>0, to complete the proof it suffices to show that

KU)i\\fi\\X-e)2 ̂  CpiU)\\fi\\x.

This is (i).    |

The next theorem generalizes and sharpens the discussion above dealing with

the abelian case.

Theorem (5.5). Let G be a locally compact group and0<c<\/3. Then L,iG) is

abundant of type c. This result is best possible.
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Proof. Let p and a he nonequivalent finite-dimensional continuous unitary

representations. Then \\x0 —xAg= V^, by Theorem (5.1). So 0<c< ||x„—xjc- By

Lemma (5.4) there is a compact neighborhood U in G so that ja \xP — Xo\2 dx

= c\v \xp-Xa\ dx. lAtf=<pu(xP-Xo)- Then feL1 ; in fact,

ll/lli =  f  \Xp-xA dx è \\Xp-xAgP-(U) < oo
Ju

and

iroo-/»i = I f ñxyx^-xÁx))- dx\
\Jg I

=      \Xp~Xo\2dx ̂ c     \xp-xA dx = cH/IIl
Ju Ju

Since the lemma tells us that ||/||1>0, it follows that \g~(p)-g~(o-)\ ^c where

2 =7711/111 has Li-norm 1.
To see that the range c < \/3 is the best possible we show that proving the result

for any c>0 implies the conclusion of Theorem (5.1) for that c. The assertion of

Theorem (5.5) then follows from the fact that c< y/3 is best possible in the case of

Theorem (5.1).

Indeed, suppose there is for each pair p, cr an Lj-function / with ||/||i = l

and |r(p)-/»|^c. Then ca|J0/frXx,(*)-x,(*))- <b)á|/|ilx»-fel0-
llx/i -Xo\\g- Thus the hypothesis \\xp-xp\\g<c is false and the assertion of Theorem

(5.1) is correct for that c.

In fact, we have proven that LjfG) is abundant of type c if and only if the

conclusion of Theorem (5.1) holds for that c.

Corollary (5.6). Let G be a connected locally compact abelian group and

0<c<2. Then (1) ifxi andX2^G^, and ||xi — Xallo<c thenXi = X2, (2) ifxi andX2

are distinct then there is a function f with ||/||i = l such that \f~(xi)—f~(x2)\=c',

(3) the range c<2 in (1) and (2) is best possible.

Proof. (1) was proven in §6 of [9] and c<2 was shown to be the best possible

result. The remaining assertions follow from the remarks made above.

As is well known, the map p -*■ Tip) which assigns to each continuous unitary

representation (actually equivalence class) its Fourier transform is injective even if

P is infinite-dimensional. We observe that in the finite-dimensional case the same

is true of the transform/^(p) defined in §3.

Corollary (5.7). Let G be any locally compact group and p and a continuous

finite-dimensional unitary representations of G. Iff^(p)=f^(o)for all f in Lu then

P and a are unitarily equivalent.

Definition (5.8). Let c>0 and {Xu ..., Ar} and {pu ..., pr} be 2-sets of (not

necessarily distinct) numbers on the unit circle. Suppose the inequality

< c   for all n in Z,
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implies that, after reordering of the indices, A¡=/x¡, for all i. Then we shall say we

have a solution to the eigenvalue problem of type c.

Theorem (5.9). If 0<c<y/3 then the eigenvalue problem has a solution. This

range of values is best possible.

Proof. If A is on the unit circle then the map « -> An is a character of Z which

we denote by xa- Let p = 2i = i © Xa, and «r = 2i = i © X«,- Then p and o are continuous

unitary representations of Z of degree r and, evidently, Xo = 2¡ = i Xa¡, Xa = 2i = i X«¡-

Thus

||Xfl-xJz = lub 2*?-2w c < y/3.

It follows from Theorem (5.1) that p and o are unitarily equivalent. Since

{xaJi = i.r and {x„,}¡ = i.r are the irreducible components and are 1-dimensional,

after permutation of the pt we have xa¡(") = Xmin), f°r au n and i=l,.. .,r. One

obtains the result by taking «= 1.

We prove that this result is best possible by showing that, for any c>0, the

conclusion of (5.9) is equivalent to that of Theorem (5.1). The result then follows

from the fact that the conclusion of Theorem (5.1) is best possible.

Let G be a topological group p and o continuous finite-dimensional unitary

representations of G with dp = da. Let c>0 and ||xp — xAg<c- As in the proof of

Theorem (5.1), if x e G and H=(x}, then, evidently, pH and oH are unitary repre-

sentations of 77, of equal degree, and \\xph — Xhh\\h<c- By semisimplicity pH =

2i = i © Xi, °h = 2i=i © it where \i and & are characters of 77 and

T I

2 »(«*)-2 &("*)< c,

for all «, so that |2t = i (Xiix))n — i£iix))n\ <c, for all «. By the definition above,

Xt(x) = it(x), for all /', after suitable reordering. Hence XpÍx) = xÁx)- Since x is

arbitrary, Xp=Xo, and therefore p and o are unitarily equivalent.

Corollary (5.10). Let A and B be skew-Hermitian matrices of order r and suppose

lub     | tr (exp tA) - tr (exp /77) | < s/3.
— OO <í< CO

Then A and 77 are unitarily similar.

Proof. Let p(t) = exp(tA), o(t) = exp(tB), teR. Then p and o- are continuous

unitary representations of R of degree r. The hypothesis tells us that ||xo —XitIIä

< y/3. Therefore p and o are unitarily equivalent; thus there is a unitary operator U

satisfying Uexp (tA)U'x = exp (tB), for all t e R. Hence, for all t,

{eigenvalues of exp tA} = {eigenvalues of exp tB}.

If Ai, ...,Ar and p,,...,pr denote the (nondistinct) eigenvalues of A and 77,
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respectively, it follows that {eigenvalues of exp tA} = {exp [tX1 ],..., exp [iAr]} =

{exp [ip-i],..., exp [tpr]} = {eigenvalues of exp tB}, for all t. In particular,

{exp [AJ,..., exp [Ar]} = {exp [pj,..., exp [pr]}.

Since exp is injective, {A1;..., Xr}={p1,..., pr}. On the other hand, since A and B

are skew-Hermitian, they are diagonalizable by the spectral theorem.

Remark. This result also follows from Theorem (5.9); we actually need only

assume lub_ B <n< œ |tr exp (nA) — tr exp («2?)| < \/3.

6. The structure of the algebras Lx and 3?(L-f).

Theorem (6.1). Let G be an [MAP]-group and 2£(L^) be the center of the group

algebra. Then 3?(L¡) is a commutative semisimple *-algebra consisting of the central

functions in LX(G).

Proof(6). By [15], G is unimodular. Hence the involution on L± is f*(x) =

/(.x-1)-. Also, á?(Z,i) has the description referred to in §2. Clearly, ^(Fj) is a

closed subalgebra of Lx which is v-stable and thus is a commutative *-algebra. If

<p=Xp/dp where p e ^to, then (peLx and L„, the associated bounded linear function

on Li gives, on restriction, a bounded linear functional on 2£(L^) of norm 1.

Moreover, since 93=93"^ and G is unimodular, we have

I  f(x~1)~<p(x)dx =      f(x)~(pix~1)dx =     fix)~<pix)~ dx.
Jg Jg Jg

Thus L9if)=L<pif)~ and L9 is a *-functional. Finally, for any/ g eLu we have

<T0-1tr(F/.a(p)) = £Tc-1tr(F/(p)F9(p)). Now if f, g e3T(L0, the proof of Corollary

(3.3) shows that T,iP) = Xif p)I and F9(p) = A(g, P)I. Hence

d-p 1 tr iTfip)T9ip)) = d;1 tr iUp))d;1 tr iUp)),

so that L9if* g)=Lvif)L9ig), for/, g e 2?iL-f), and {xP/dp: p e @&n} give maximal

ideals. Corollary (3.3) tells us that ^T(Fi) is semisimple.

We now begin the study of the maximal ideal spaces J(iL-f) and Ji^iL-fi).

Unless otherwise stated G will always denote a [Z]-group.

Lemma (6.2). (1) If feLu <peLœ, then jaßix)(pix) dx=jGfix)<p#ix) dx. In

particular, iffe 3^iLx), then Lvif)=Lv#if), for each <p in Lx.

(2) 7/çp! andcp2 eLx andL9l=L02 on ^(Fi) then c?f=cpf locally a.e.

(3) 2/cpi and <p2 e J^ n &„ n J^ and L9i=L02 on &ÍLJ then ^ = <p2.

Proof. Taking into account the theorem on p. 131 of [16] we have

j f#(x)<p(x) dx = f (j wMfttxt-1) dt^tpix) dx

(6) For convenience, this result is stated for [M^PJ-groups rather than [Z]-groups;

however, in the case of [Z]-groups the proof of (6.1) is, of course, self-contained. Actually the

statement of (6.1) is valid for arbitrary unimodular groups but we prefer the above formulation

due to the explicit description which can be given of a separating family of maximal ideals.
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where w is the weighting function. By the Fubini Theorem, the latter integral

equals JG w(t)(\Gf(txt _1)<p(x) dx) dt. By unimodularity this is

J iK0(J/(*Mf_1*)«&)*.

On reapplying the Fubini Theorem as well as the fact that w can be chosen sym-

metric and that G is unimodular one obtains jf(x)q>#(x) dx.

(2) We may evidently assume <p2=0. Thus L01if)=O for all/e &ÍL,). By (1)

this means that L„#=0 on L,. Since <pf eLx we have <pf = 0 loc. a.e.

(3) Since tp, and <p2 e^c n ^, <pi = <pf and <p2 = <pf. By (2), <pf=<pf l°c- a-e- Thus

99i = ç)2 loc. a.e. Since these functions are continuous they are equal.

Lemma (6.3). (1) Let tpe^u n !FB and k(x, y)=tp(xy) — cp(x)tp(y) be defined on

GxG. ThenkeJ^n^GxG).

(2) If k is any function in ¡Fu C\ iFhiGxG) and feL,iG) then the function «

defined by h(y) = $f(x)k(x, y) dx is in &c n ^0(G).

(3) Let k be as in (2), y be fixed in G and h,(x) = JG;z k(x, tyt~ x) df. Then h,e

(4) Ifk is as in (2) and JG ¡Gf(x)g(y)k(x, y) dx dy=0, for all fi g e &(L,), then

Jg/z Jg/z Ksxs'1, tyt'1) ds' dt' = 0,far x,yeG.

Proof. (1) It is evidently sufficient to show the functions k,ix, y) = <pixy) and

k2(x,y) = tp(x)tp(y) are in ^r\^b(GxG). Evidently, ||&i||GxG=5 \\<p\\g, IMgxg

^ ||<p||G. The uniform continuity of k2 follows easily from that of tp together with

the fact that ||<p||G<oo, while the uniform continuity of k, follows from that of tp

together with the fact that G e [SIN].

(2) Clearly, ¡«||Gá ||/||i||fc||GxG- The continuity of« follows readily from uniform

continuity of A: and the fact that ||/||i<oo.

(3) Since ||Ai[|g = ||^||gxg> (3) follows from the uniform continuity of A;.

(4) Let « be as in 02). Then JG giy)h(y) dy = 0, for all g e &(L,) and he^cn^0.

It follows from Lemma (6.2) that «# = 0, i.e. JG/Z JG/(x)/¡;(x, tyt'1) dx dt' = 0, for

all y. This equals JG/(x) JG/Z k(x, tyt ~x)dt' dx. Let y be fixed and h, as in (3). Then

Ufix)h,(x) dx = 0, for all/e &ÍL,) and h,e^cn &/,. By Lemma (6.2), Af = 0 in x.

Thus JG/Z JG/Z kisxs'1, tyt'1) ds' dt' = 0, for all (x,y)eGxG.

Theorem (6.4). Let G be a [Z]-group. Then Ji(2£(Lj)) coincides with 1(G), the

set of normalized characters of p's in ¡%(G).

Proof. The proof of Theorem (6.1) shows that, for each pe0t, the function

Xp/dp gives a distinct point in Ji(2£(L-JY). For if

fix)d~p1Xpix) dx =      fix)d-1Xoix) dx,
Jg Jg

for all/e 2?(L,), then it follows from Lemma (6.2) that Xp\dp=Xa/da, since these
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functions are continuous and central. The theorem of Frobenius and Schur then

implies that p = o. Evidently, if 93 = x„/dp then ||p||c=l = ||L„||.

Let L be a nonzero bounded linear functional ¿£(Lf) —> C such that L(f* g)

=Lif)Lig), for all/, ge 2£(LX). Then L extends, by the Hahn-Banach Theorem,

to XeLf so that there is a 93 e Lm satisfying A(/)=JG/(x)cp(x) dx, for all/eFj.

In particular, L(f)=lGf(x)<p(x) dx, for fe 2£(L-f), and we may assume L=La.

Choose fo e ^iLx) for which 7_„(/0)^0. Then L9(g)=L<p(f0* g)/Lv(f0), for all

g e 3f(Lx). But

(i)        LviJo *g) = Jjfoix)gix-1yMy) dx dy = jjf0(x)g(y)<p(xy) dx dy.

Thus if we let </,(v)=F„(/0)"1 $fo(x)<p(xy) dx, we have

(ii) L.(g) = $g(y)</>(y) dy,   for all g e 2£(L^

On the other hand, by unimodularity, </'=Lv(f0)~1(f¿y ~ * 93), so that ^eJ^nJi

[16]. By (ii), L=L,. By Lemma (6.2), L^=L^ and, by Theorem (2.1), ||>A#||G^ ||</<||G.

Since i/i# is in J^ n J^ n ^ we may assume <p is also. Using (i) and the fact that

L0 is multiplicative we have, by the Fubini Theorem,

//•
f(x)f(y)(<p(xy) - <p(x)<p(y)) dx dy = 0,   for all fige %(L,).

Let k(x,y) = <p(xy)-<p(x)(p(y). Then, by Lemma (6.3), it follows that ke^uc\

J^(G x G). By (4) of Lemma (6.3), we have

(<p(sxs-1tyt~1)-<p(sxs-1)<p(tyt-1)) ds' dt' = 0,   for all x,y.
Jgiz Jgiz

Since <p is central and pGIZ is normalized, this yields

(iii) <p(sxs~1tyt~1) ds' dt' = <p(x)<p(y).
Jgiz Jgiz

But the left side of (iii) equals JG/Z jGIZ (p(xs~1tyt~1s) dt' ds', since <p is central.

That is, jGIZ ¡GlzcP(xs-1ty(s-1tY1)dt' ds', which equals ¡GIZ jaiz <p(xtyt " l) dt' ds',

by invariance. Since ¿¿G/z is normalized we see that 93 satisfies the normalized

character formula. The continuity and boundedness of 93 tells us, by Theorem

(1.5), that <p = Xpldp, for a unique p e£%.

Corollary (6.5). ^(Lx) is a commutative symmetric semisimple *-algebra, i.e.,

each M in Jt(2£(L-iS) is v'-stable.

This follows from Theorem (6.1) and the fact that if M=Ker 93 is a maximal

ideal then <p = xP/dp, by Theorem (6.4), and in particular, 93 = 93^. The proof of

Theorem (6.1) shows that LJtT)=L9(f)~, for all/e 2£(L¿, so M^ = M.    \
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We denote by <ï>(G)£Lco(G) the set of continuous normalized positive definite

functions on the locally compact group G. As has been shown in Yoshizawa [28],

the compact-open topology and the weak *-topology coincide on O. A proof is

also given in Dixmier [1] as well as in Godement [7] in the special case of [SIN]-

groups and the subset í>o — (0) of <I>. Since 1 is contained in O, the same holds

for 1. It follows that the evaluation map G x 1 -> C is jointly continuous.

We show that 1 u (0) is w*-closed in the strong unit sphere S of Lx. It will

then follow that 1 u (0) is a compact r2-space in the tv*-topology [16, p. 22] and,

consequently, that 1 is a locally compact r2-space in the w*-topology. It is not

difficult to see that, in fact, 1 u (0) is the one-point compactification of 1. Suppose

then that <pv »j, tp, tpv e 1 u (0), tp e S. If (0) is confinal in tpv, then evidently tp=0,

and we are done. Thus we may assume tpv^=0, for all v. Since <pv then is in <t> and

since, as is well known [21], 0 is closed in S, we have tp e O. Thus tp, —> tp in the

compact-open topology. Choose e>0. Let x,yeG be fixed and consider the

compact set FxF~1y where Fis any compact set containing {1} u Supp w, and w is

the weighting function. Then tpv(x) -*■ tp(x), tpv(y) -> <piy),

\\    tPvitxt-1y)dt'-\    tpitxt-1y)dt'  ^  f    \tpy(txt-1y)-ip(txr1y)\ dt'
\Jgiz jgiz Jgiz

=  f witytpJitxt-^-tpitxt- 1y)\ dt Ú e f wit)dt = e.
JG JG

Thus JG;z tp,itxt ~ 1y) dt' -> JG/Z tpitxt ~1y) dt'. It follows that, since each <pv satisfies

the normalized character formula so does tp; and since 9p is a continuous bounded

function (<p e 0) we have, by Theorem (1.5), tp e li7).

Although the fact that p -> dp is continuous follows from the joint continuity of

the evaluation map we prefer to give a direct proof as follows. If pv -»■ p in ^(G)

then XpJdPy -*■ Xp/dp uniformly on compact sets of G. It follows that since w is

bounded

wix)\xp,ix)\2 d;2 -+ wix)\xPix)\2d;2

uniformly on U, where w is the weighting function and G=UZ as above. Since

supp n>£ U it follows that

f »ix)\xp¿x)\2dp-2dx-> f w(x)\xP(x)\2d-p2 dx.
Jg Jg

By Corollary 2 of Theorem (2.2) of [9] we have JG w(x)|xa(x)|2 dx=l for any a in

M. Thus dp2 -+dp~2 and therefore dPv -> dp.

We summarize our results in

(7) An alternative proof is afforded by simply letting f,g e 2Z{Lt); then f*ge%(L{).

Since y, %■ <p we have L^ -*■ L„ at /, g and f*g. It follows that Lv is multiplicative on .S'(Li)

and therefore, by Theorem (6.4), yef. (L,¡, is nonzero because y 6 í>.)
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Theorem (6.6). Let G be a [Z]-group. Then on 1(G) the compact-open topology

and w*-topology coincide and the evaluation map 1(G) xG —»■ C is jointly continuous.

In this topology, 1(G) is a locally compact T2-space whose one-point compactification

is 1(G) u (0) (in the w*-topology). Thus, if Jt(3?(L,)) is identified with $(G), as in

Theorem (6.4), the topology coincides with the Gelfand topology. Since 1(G) is in

bijective correspondence with 0¿(G), this gives a locally compact T2-topology on 0¿(G).

The canonical map \:0¿->Z~ is then evidently continuous and, as shown in §5,

A_1(x) is a closed discrete subset of 01 for each x 6 Z~. Finally the map p —> dp is a

continuous function on 01.

We now let fe L, and modify the definition of Fourier transform by letting

fi~(p)=f~(p)/dp where pe01(G). Then the continuity of the map p->-/~(p) of

0t -> C follows from the fact that the topology on 01 is the weak*-topology trans-

ferred from 36. Since p -*■ co in 01 means Xp/dp ̂> 0 then evidently given e>0 we

have |/~(p)| <£ for p in 0¿\íF where & is a suitable compact set. The inequality

|/~(p)|^ II/!,\\Xp\d-*= 11/111 shows that \f~\®^ \fi\,. In addition one has

(/#)~(P) =  f f*ix)xpix)dp1 dx =  f  f wit)fitxt-1)xpix)dp1dxdt.
Jg JgJg

By unimodularity of G, and the fact that Xo is central, the latter equals

wit)fix)dp1xpix)dxdt =  f w(t)dt f f(x)d-1xp(x) dx =f~(p),
Jg Jg

so that ~ may be thought of as defined only on 3?(L,) ; the same of course holds

for/^. We now come to

Corollary(6.7)(TheRiemann-LebesgueLemma). Themap ~ : L,(G)-^-&çw(l)

is norm decreasing and the image St o/TLj (or ^(L,)) is a dense *-subalgebra of

■^c„(l) (in the topology of uniform convergence).

Proof. The first assertion follows from the preceding remarks. In the course of

the proof of (6.1) the equations (f*g)~(p)=fi~(p)g~(p) and (fa)~(p)=f~(pY

for fige 3£(L^) were derived. Thus the map/->-/~(p) is a *-homomorphism of

2£(L¿ for each p in 01. It follows that St is a *-subalgebra of ^„il). That 21

vanishes at no point follows from Corollary (3.3). If p and o are in 0t and p^o

then/~(p)#/~(a) for some/in L,. If not then ¡ f(x)xP(x)dp1 dx=¡ f(x)x„(x)dâ1 dx

for all/so that, as in the proof of (6.4), Xp\dp = Xo/d0. This dependence relation

shows p = o, a contradiction. The corollary now follows from the Stone-Weierstrass

Theorem.

Corollary (6.8) (The uniqueness of the inverse Fourier transform). Let

P be a finite regular complex measure on 1(G). If JÏ(G) dp xxD(x) dp(p) = 0, for all

xeG, then p = 0.

JgJ(
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Proof. Let fe 2£(L¿. Then

jx f~(p) dp(P) = jx £ f(x)d;1Xp(x) dx dp(P)

= ja Kx) Js d; lx,(*) dp(p) dx = 0.

Since 21 is dense in ^œ(3Ê), the result follows.    |

We note in passing where the "group characters" of G fit into the picture.

Proposition (6.9). O0 n¿^(G) = (G/(G')_r = 36(G) n $0, where % denotes the

extreme points of O.

Proof. The relations 36 n <D0ç J*¡ n O0 and (G/(G'YY = {P \ P e@, dp = X}^

36 n ®0 are quite clear. It remains to prove <I>0 n ^Z^(G/(G'YY. If 93 e <J>0 then

<p(x) = ipx(v), i>> where />efn„ and ||f|| = l (see [7]). Extend v to an orthonormal

basis {v, v2,..., vn} of Vp. Since 93 e^, we have

n n

pn(^) = 2 pii(x)pn(y) = 2 /'i/j'Wto = Puiyx)-
1=1 i=l

It follows that 2?=2 í>uW/3yi(j)-2"=2 /JiiWi>i/j)=0 for all x, y. By Burnside's

Theorem (see Proposition (3.1) of [10]), we conclude p¡i(y) = Pij(y) = 0, for all

y e G,j=2,...,«. Hence, unless « = 1, p is reducible; i.e., p e (G/(G')~Y.

As a consequence of our results we get a Bochner type theorem for central

functions which generalizes the classical theorem for abelian groups [21, p. 410,

Theorem 2].

Theorem (6.10). Let G be a [Z]-group and <p be a continuous positive-definite

central function. Then there exists a positive finite regular measure dp„, on 36(G)

such that

(iii) 93(x) = l(x) dp„(i),   for all xeG.
JX(G)

Conversely, each function defined by (iii), where dp(i¿) is any positive-finite regular

measure on 36, is continuous, positive-definite, and central. Thus (iii) sets up a bijective

and, in fact, isometric correspondence between such functions and finite regular

measures on 36(G).

Proof. Suppose 93 is defined by (iii) where dp is a positive-finite regular measure.

Then, since 1 is in 36, it is central and therefore, so is 93. Let Xu ..., An be complex

numbers and xu..., x„ 6 G. Then 2« K ^j'PÍxt~1xj)=¡x 2« Khdp1Xp{xf1xJ) dp.

It follows from the fact that p is a unitary representation that xP/dp is positive-

definite; hence the integrand is nonnegative. Since p. is a positive measure 93 is

positive-definite. Let e>0 and choose a compact set J^Sï so that p(£\^)<e.

Since J5" is compact the Ascoli Theorem tells us fF is equicontinuous. For x0 e G,
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choose a neighborhood U of x0 so that if xeU then \l(x)-i(x0)\ <e, for all

ie¿F. For jc in U, we have

\<p(x)-<p(x0)\ ̂  f     \l(x)-l(x0)\ dp(l)+ f   \Tç(x)-t(x0)\ dp(i) ¿ e(||p||+2),

because the ï's are normalized. Thus 93 is continuous.

For the converse, 2£(L-f) is a commutative semisimple *-algebra, and, as is well

known, L0 is a positive bounded linear functional on L1 which is extendable and

respects involutions [21]. In particular, this is true on 2£(L^). We have, by the

theorem of Herglotz-Bochner-Weil-Raikov [16, p. 97], that there exists a positive

finite regular measure p0 on Ji(2£(L-f$), i.e. 36, such that Fs)(/)=J$/~(j) dp„,ii),

where/~(ï)=Fj(/), l e 36. Thus ¡Gfix)<pix) dx = ¡n J"G/(x)ï(x) dx dp„ií). By the

Fubini Theorem, ¡Gfix)<pix) dx = ¡afix)>/¡ix) dx, for all fe 2£iL-f), where <¡>ix) =

j"s lix) dpvii). Since, by the part of the theorem already proven, 1/1 is continuous

and central and since these are the assumptions on 93, it follows from Lemma (6.2)

that 93(x)=J*j ï(x) dpvd), for all xeG. Finally, for x= 1, we get 93(1)=Jj l(X) dp^i)

=¿iff(36), since the j's are normalized. But 93 is positive-definite, so that ||93||G=93(1)

HWI-
The following inversion theorem follows from our Bochner Theorem and an

abstract type inversion theorem [16, p. 99] in much the same way that the inversion

theorem for abelian groups does [16, p. 143]. In this connection, see Lemma (2.3),

Corollary (6.5) and Corollary (6.7). In what follows [ ] will denote complex linear

span.

Actually, because of the form of Bochner's Theorem as well as the fact that the

maps/^/~(p) are the *-algebra homomorphisms of 3^(LX), the Inversion formula

is given in the form : there is a unique positive regular measure dv on 36 such that

for each /in [2£(L^)f\ O] one has f(x)=\n Xp(x)~dp1f~(p) dv(p). However this

equals Jj xP(x)'dp 2f~~(p) dv(p). Since p^-d'2 is a nonnegative continuous func-

tion on 36 and dv is a positive regular measure, the Riesz theorem shows the same

is true of dp2 dv(p). The modified dv turns out to be dppl up to a positive constant.

(As was remarked in §4, p^ is determined, as in the abelian case, only up to a

normalization.)

Theorem (6.11) (Fourier Inversion Theorem for central functions)(8).

The Plancherel measure cTppl is the unique regular measure on 36(G) such that for

each fin [2£(L^) n O] the function p ->/"(p) dp is in F1(36, dppl) and

fix) = f r(p)xp(xY dpvlp),       xeG.
Jx

In particular, this will establish the uniqueness of the Plancherel measure. In fact,

(8) In a later publication we shall prove a general Fourier Inversion Theorem (which

depends on (6.1)) for functions which are not necessarily central.
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the Plancherel measure is uniquely characterized by the property expressed in

Corollary (4.4). As the remarks preceding the theorem indicate, there exists a

unique regular measure dv satisfying the condition of Theorem (6.11). It remains

to show dv=dppl.

Proof. If g e â"(£i) n L2 and fi=g * g^ then / is continuous, positive-definite,

and in 3?(L,). The Inversion Theorem applies to/ Thus/(1) = JÄ dpfa(p) dv(p).

On the other hand/(l)= \\g |||, and by the results of §3 dpf~(p)= |g"Xp)|2, so that

ll?lli=J |^(p)|2 dv. However, by the Plancherel Theorem for central functions,

ll£¡¡=J \g"ip)\2 dpsi- Hence, for all g in &ÍL,) n L2 one has

f  liT(p)|2^=  f  \g~ip)\2 dp» < œ.Jäi Jai

Let 9íi,2={g^ I g e 3?(L,) n L2} and dp be either dppi or dv. We show the sub-

space Síj 2 is dense in L2(l, dp). To this end let h be in L2(l, dp) and suppose

§xg~ip)h(p)~ dp = 0 for all g~ in 9i1>2. Then since 2li,2 = {g^ | geLi ni2} and,

as was remarked in §3, (gx-1Y(p) = dp1xP(x)g~(p) for all g in ^(L,) we have

Js d;1Xp(x)g"(p)h(p)- dp for all g in &(L,) n L2 and xeG. But g" eL2(l, dp)

by the above, and h eL2(l, dp) by assumption. Therefore g~h~ eL,(l, dp) and

by the uniqueness of the inverse Fourier transform, g~h~ =0 a.e. on 1. For each

pel there exists a g in ^0 n ^ so that g^(p)¥^0 and by continuity (since g~ and

P ->dp are continuous so is g~) a neighborhood ^ of p on which g'VO. To see

this first choose by the above agin 3?(L,) so thatg~(p)/0 and then a sequencegn

in J^0 such that gn -^- g in L,. Since # is a bounded operator we have g* -» g* in Lx.

On the other hand g* e fFCa n ¡Fz and g=g*. Therefore we have a sequence, which

we again call gn, in J^0 n ^ ->- g in Lj. It follows that g~ -*■ g~ uniformly on S

and in particular, at p. Multiplying by (/,, we conclude that g^(p) -> g~(p)- Since

g~ip)¥=0 it follows that there is some « so that gn(p)¥=0. Consequently « = 0 a.e.

on each <%p. On the other hand because A e 7-2(3£, dp) and dp is regular, A has (up

to a null set) a-compact support. The set \fllp/p e 01} is an open covering of 1 and

therefore supp Ac(J¡°Li <WPt for some countable number of p¡'s. That « = 0 a.e.

on 1 now follows from the fact that A = 0 a.e. on each °llPl.

The identity map from 2tlp2 to itself regarded both as a subspace of L2(l, dpvl)

and L2(l, dv) extends to an isometry 7: L2(l, dpvl) -> L2(l, dv). From this it

follows that a Borel set Sf of 1 has finite pv¡ measure iff it has finite v measure and

Mpl(^) = K^);i.e.,/Xpi = ^

Corollary (6.12). 77ie Fourier transform /->/~, where fie 3?(L,) n L2, extends

to an isometric linear map Li(G) -+ L2(l, dpBl) where L% is defined in §2.

Proof. Evidently, Lf is the closure of 2£(L-j) n L2 in L2. Since 9Í12 is dense in

L2(l, dppl) the isometric linear surjection 2£(L¿) r\L2->- 9Ii,2 extends in a unique

way to an isometry of Z|(G) onto L2(l, dpp/).    |
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We now turn to the Fj-algebra and its maximal ideal space JÍ(L-¿) and study the

relationship with ¿?(LX) and Ji(2£(L-f)), respectively. This carries out, for the

analogous situation of a group algebra (of a [Z]-group), the program introduced

by Y. Misonou and M. Nakamura in [20] for C*-algebras and uses, particularly in

Lemma (6.15), a variant of Godement's technique [6, Lemma 15].

Proposition (6.13). LX(G) has an approximate identity consisting of central

functions.

This result follows immediately from Theorem (1.3) of [9].

Lemma(6.14). If I is a proper closed 2-sided ideal in Lx then I n ^iL-ff + ^iL-f).

Proof. Otherwise, I^.^iL-¡). Let/, be an approximate identity in Lx consisting

of elements in 2fiLx). For/e L1( we have/*/, ->-/in L1. Hence fe I, since 7 is a

closed ideal. Thus I=L1.

Lemma (6.15). Each I e J(iLx) has the property that

I = {f\if*gfeIforallgeLl}.

Proof. Let the latter set be denoted by J,. If fe I and g e L1 then /* gel and

therefore (/*g)#eT#çT, by Theorem (2.2). Thus Ts7,. Next we show J, is a

2-sided ideal. Clearly 7, is a subspace of Li. IffeJ, and « eL1 then ((/* «) * g)*

=(f*(h*g))# el, so f*heJ¡. Also ((«*/) * g)* equals, by Theorem (2.1),

(g * (h *f))§=((g * h) *f)# = (J* ig * h))*, again by Theorem (2.1). The latter is

in I, so « */is in J,, and J¡ is a 2-sided ideal.

Since Tis maximal, J,=I or J¡=Lx. If J,=LX then, for any/and g eLu we have

if*g)# in 7 and therefore in In !%iL-f). Let e be the identity modulo 7. Then

ie * g)# e I n %iLx) and e * g-g e I, for all g e Lx. It follows that (e * g)*-g* e I*

=lr\ %iLx) and therefore g* e I n %iLx), for all g e Lu i.e., %iLx) = I c\ &iLx).

This contradicts Lemma (6.14).    |

We evidently get the following corollary.

Corollary (6.16). If I and I' are in JiiL-f) then 1=1' iff I n áT(L1)=7' n S^iLf).

Proposition (6.17). If I is a regular maximal 2-sided ideal in Lx then I n ^{L-f)

is such an ideal in ¡%iLx).

Proof. I n ^(Fj) is clearly an ideal in S^iL^). If e is the identity modulo I then

e* e %iLx) and e *f*-f# e I, for all/# in ^(Fj). It follows from Theorems (2.1)

and(2.2)that (e */#-/#)# = (e */#)#_/## = e# *f#-f#el#=lr\ &ÍLJ. Therefore

T# is regular. We show it is maximal. If not, then, by regularity, we can imbed it in a

maximal regular ideal M of 3£iLx). Then, as in Lemma (6.15), JM is a 2-sided ideal

in Li containing I. In addition, JM=^L1; otherwise, if*g)#eM, for all/ geLx.

In particular, (e# * g)* = e* * g# e M, for all geLu and since e* * gf—gf e IçM,

for all g*, we have g# e M, i.e. M= ¡%iLx), a contradiction. By maximality of 7 it
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follows that JM=L Let/# e M, where feL,. Then (/# * g)*=fa * g* e M, for all

g e L, since M is an ideal. Therefore, /# e I n ^(L^. Thus Mç7#. This means

that M=7# and therefore 7# is maximal.    |

The following theorem generalizes a result of I. E. Segal concerning compact

groups [22]; for abelian groups it is well known.

Theorem (6.18). Let G be a [Z]-group and IeJt(Lj). Then 7=Ker T(p), for a

unique p e0¿(G). Conversely, each p in 01(G) gives a regular maximal 2-sided ideal

in this way.

Proof. That Ker T(p) is a regular maximal 2-sided ideal was shown in the proof

of Theorem (3.1). Let I be such an ideal. Then In &QL,) is in J?(&(L,)), by

Proposition (6.17). By Theorem (6.4), there exists a pe0¿ so that I n ^(L,)

= {f\fe &(L,),fi~(P) = 0}. Consider T(p), its Fourier transform. Then Ip = Ker T(P)

is in Jt(L¿) and, as was shown in the proof of Corollary (3.3), Ip n 2£(L^) =

IC\ &(L,). Corollary (6.16) tells us that 7=7„. If IP = I„ then Ip n 3r(L,)=Ia n

iT(Li) and therefore {/|/e &(L,),fa(P) = 0} = {f\fe JT(Li),/» = 0}. The fact

that 9Í separates the points proves p = tr.

Corollary (6.19). The above yields bijective maps, with a commutative diagram,

between the following sets:

-> Jf(L,)

where a, (/= 1,..., 4) are given by p -^ Ker Tip), p -> xP/dP, Xp/dp -> {/1 /"(p) = 0},

7->7n ¿ZiL,), respectively.

Proof, a,, a2, and a3 were shown to be bijective in Theorems (6.18), (4.1) of [10],

and (6.4) respectively, while a4 was proven bijective in the course of the proof of

Theorem (6.18), as was the commutativity of the diagram since this means that

for fie ^iL,),rip) = 0 iff 7» = 0.    |
The next corollary seems to be the ring-theoretic analogue of Theorem (2.1)

of [9].

Corollary (6.20). Each IeJi(L^) is M -stable and has finite codimension.

Proof. By the above, 7= Ker T(p), where pe0t. Since p is unitary, T(p) is a

*-algebra homomorphism and therefore 7 is *-stable. Moreover, d0 is finite and

T(p)(L,) is the full matrix algebra, by the proof of Theorem (3.1). Thus we see that

[L,:I] = d2.

This result implies that fin. rad. (L,) and st. rad. (L,) coincide in the case of

[Z]-groups. Thus there is no distinction between Theorems (2.4) and (3.1) in that

case.
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